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“A girl should be two things: classy and fabulous”– Coco Chanel. It is a well-known fact that a
woman is a symbol of beauty. So the need to improve one’s appearance that resides both inside and
outside should never stop. How you dress up affects your appearance immensely, and everyone
wants to look their best and flaunt their style. That is why the fashion industry is coming up with
the latest dressing trends in every changing season.
Experimenting with every dressing trend and latest fashion is not easy. It can be tiring, especially if
you are somebody who never stepped into styling before. Besides, one does not have enough time
and energy to invest in a sophisticated understanding of fashion trends. But, worry not as we are
here to help your fashion sense reboot and your dress-up ideas to upgrade with these quick tips.

Start with the basics

One can never succeed at something without having a sound knowledge about the basics. It is the
area that you cannot skip. Therefore, you need to know about the basics of dressing, which
includes your body shape.

There are several body shapes, such as diamond, pear, rectangle, apple, hourglass, and wedge. So,
dress up according to your body shape to look more attractive. If you are petite, you can choose
shirts and miniskirts whereas if you have curves, you can opt for sundresses. Among the growing
trends, this year in fashion has been women’s jumpers and rompers, which undoubtedly is one of
the most comfortable dresses. If you have a busty chest, and are not happy with the fitting of your
top, go for a romper for a flawless look. Similarly, if you are too thin and want to hide the bony
contours, a jumper would save you from the awkward stares.

Know your color

Yes, it is imperative to know the right colors that would bring out the best in you. Shades and hues
radiate the overall outlook of a dress you wear, so be keen to know the right colors. There is a
significant role the color of a suit has to play with your skin tone.

If you have a dull complexion, you should choose white or lighter shades of orange, yellow, pink,
and peach. Likewise, if you have a bright skin tone, you should go for dark shades like black,
bronze, red, sharp blue to uplift your outfit. Fair-skinned girls should avoid pastel colors as they
merge with their skin tone and hardly make any contrasting impact.
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Choose the right brassiere

More than you think, this factor contributes significantly to making your outfit stand out. No
garment can make a remarkable impression without a perfectly fitting brassiere a girl is wearing.
No matter how beautiful and charming your dress is, if you are not wearing an undergarment, you
will remain disappointed.

Know the correct size and number of your bra and buy a high-quality bra. Wear a matching or less
contrasting bra under your outfit to avoid any imperfection.

Accessories- a game-changer

Accessories light-up your dressing. Wearing desirable accessories with your outfit adds to its
beauty and makes you look trendy and fashionable. Nowadays, people come up with unique and
eccentric fashion ideas. Make it a must to flaunt your dress with several accessories like
sunglasses, earrings, watch, bracelets, locket, or chain, scarves, and belts.

The fashion industry is innovating new fashion models that focus on customized accessories. If
you don’t have budget issues, you can opt for personalized accessories to augment your fashion
statement.

Dressing-up is a multitude

Many of us think that to look different or enchanting; we need an expensive set of clothing.
Dressing-up is not just about knowing the right type of dress to wear. It is, in fact, an art that
involves many elements. It is a full-fledge concept of making you look stunning and pleasing
through every accessory that you wear or put on.

If you are wearing the trendiest outfit, but your shoes are old fashioned and odd, your complete
ensemble would look weird. So, be keen to learn about every single thing that contributes to this
tempting task.

The right pair of shoes

It is equally important to know the correct type of shoes to wear with particular outfits. If you are a
summer lover and like to dress-up frequently, but want to know about the right kind of shoes to
wear with your outfit, we have some great ideas. Grab your favorite sneakers, boots, sandals, flats,
and compose a striking look.

Dressing-up for a wedding? Wear ankle strap sandals, block heels, pump heels, slide sandals, or
platform sandals. Selecting the right type of shoes to wear; casts a significant impact on your
collective presentation.

Hairstyle

Just like a show stopper, your hairstyle puts a full stop to your fashion feature. Wearing a suitable
hairstyle overwhelms your style statement and beauty. The right hairstyle frames your face. If you
have a diamond shape, you may prefer layered cuts, rounded fringes, or curtain bangs. Similarly, if
you have an oval face, you should go for blunt bobs, long waves or curls.

Likewise, if you are eager to learn about knowing the appropriate hairstyle for a particular dress,
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then here are a few tips. For high necklines, you can make a ponytail, fishtail braid, or old
Hollywood waves. For a sweetheart neckline, a textured lob, voluminous bun, or long retro waves
would do. For a V-neck dress, twirled bun, braids, and side-swept curls would create a
mesmerizing look.

Don’t forget the makeup

Decorating your body while forgetting your face is a bad idea. You don’t want to waste your entire
effort by merely keeping your face untouched. Makeup is an essential tool to bright up your
dressing. Learn simple but effective makeup techniques for every look you carry. If you want to
enhance your look tremendously, you should be enthusiastic about learning professional makeup
tips and tricks.

Undoubtedly, a beautiful looking face accouters an exquisite element to your overall image.

Last Few Words

We are glad to convey these fascinating and phenomenal concepts of dressing-up. The next time
you dress-up, surprise everyone around like never before.
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